
July 29, 2022

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi The Honorable Steny Hoyer The Honorable James Clyburn
Speaker of the House House Majority Leader House Majority Whip
H-232, The Capitol H-107, The Capitol H-329, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515 Washington, DC 20515 Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Jerrold Nadler The Honorable Chuck Schumer The Honorable Dick Durbin
House Judiciary Chair Senate Majority Leader Senate Judiciary Chair
2142 Rayburn S-230, The Capitol 224 Dirksen
Washington, DC 20515 Washington, DC 20515 Washington, DC 20515

Dear Dear Speaker Pelosi, Leader Hoyer, Whip Clyburn, Chair Nadler, Leader Schumer, Chair Durbin,
and other members of Congress,

It has come to our attention that the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives are both considering
several bills that would expand federal resources for recruiting, hiring, retaining, and otherwise
amplifying the size and power of police departments nationwide. Inasmuch as these bills are designed to
increase public safety, we understand the critical nature of this underlying goal. Our organizations are
devoted to advancing evidence-based policy solutions that keep families and communities safe. However,
as a result of this work, we know that the Invest to Protect Act and the COPS on the Beat Program
Reauthorization and Parity Act, and other bills that would lay the groundwork for police expansion now
being discussed in the Senate, serve to undermine these safety objectives. Consequently, we urge you to
decouple the bills that would increase COPS and other police funding from legislation that would
invest in real alternatives. These police expansion bills are counter to what civil and human rights
advocates have long been calling for—limiting the role, scope, and responsibility of police while
catalyzing community safety solutions that actually prevent harm. We ask you to move only legislation
that takes a non-carceral, evidence-based approach to keeping families and communities safe.

Overwhelming evidence indicates that policing and incarceration are ineffective tools for increasing
community safety. Studies show that, on average, police officers spend only about 4%1 of their time
handling violent crime. A Washington Post analysis found no correlation between spending on police and
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crime rates.2 And in the 1990s, when Congress took a similar approach to expanding police size and
power, funding from the COPS program had “little to no effect on crime.”3 According to the Government
Accountability Office, additional police officers from 1993 to 2000 drove only 5% (1.3 percentage points)
of the overall crime rate decline.4

Despite this, far from being in need of additional federal funding, state and local police departments have
received more than $14 billion in COPS funding over the past 25 years. Even as the calls for a
transformation of our criminal-legal system have grown louder, these massive expenditures and their
corresponding expansion of the criminal-legal system have continued. Funding has steadily increased for
the program since 2016. And in Fiscal Year 2022, $512 million was appropriated for the program—more
than double what it was a decade earlier.5

Still worse, expanded policing takes a devastating toll on our most vulnerable residents, especially in
low-income Black and brown communities. Estimates suggest that police officers kill more than 1,000
people each year and seriously injure far more.6 Research indicates that hiring more police officers
increases reports of police brutality, which often go overlooked.7 And jailing people, even for short
periods, can make them more likely to commit crimes following their release.8

In the coming months and years, these negative effects are likely to grow. With Roe v. Wade no longer
able to safeguard reproductive rights nationwide, police and prosecutors are poised to expand their
footprint dramatically—not only to enforce laws that effectively criminalize poverty and race, but to
enforce laws that explicitly criminalize choice itself. Already, police departments have spent years
surveilling and blocking progressive social movements, including communities mobilizing for labor
rights, racial justice, environmental preservation, and more. As people take to streets and squares
nationwide, advocating for their fundamental civil rights, we cannot fuel the very entities now tear
gassing and otherwise assaulting these democratic protesters.9 Now, more than ever, we must think
critically about whose power we are entrenching and how.
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Against this backdrop, we have a wealth of evidence uplifting interventions that dramatically reduce
violence and harm. Programs of violence prevention, such as Cure Violence10 and hospital-based peer
intervention11, have produced dramatic reductions in arrest and harm rates. School-based violence
prevention models significantly reduce violent behavior at all grade levels.12 Wraparound education
services in high-risk areas reduce juvenile arrests13, as well as child abuse cases. Safe Passage to School
programs may reduce violent crime by 14 percent.14 Increasing youth employment, such as through
summer jobs programs, has reduced violent crime by as much as 43 percent.15 And the list goes on.16

We agree that Congress should pass a legislative package that makes bold, historic investments in
community safety. We believe, though, that this package should be grounded in evidence and
community needs—not in interventions that misdirect much-needed safety resources and actually
undermine safety goals. To that end, this package should start by centering The People’s Response Act,
which would create a new Division of Community Safety at the Department of Health and Human
Services that would administer non-carceral safety grants. It should include bills like the Counseling Not
Criminalization Act to meet student needs and embrace evidence-based, trauma-informed programs. It
should include many of the other bills that leadership is considering, such as the Break the Cycle of
Violence Act and bills to expand non-carceral crisis response. It should include strong police
accountability measures that were previously stalled in Congress, namely around mandatory data
collection and reporting. And it should include bold investments in the many holistic investments that
thirty advocacy organizations, led by our organizations and the Leadership Conference on Civil and
Human Rights, uplifted in a FY23 appropriations letter17 to House leaders. That letter indicates our vision
of what safety is. Moreover, that vision is one supported both by data and by lived experience.

We would wholeheartedly support a package that embraces holistic, evidence-based, high-impact, root
cause-focused approaches to preventing violence and harm. But pushing police expansion
bills—especially without any accountability measures and without a plan to advance legislation that
addresses long-standing calls by civil rights, human rights, and racial justice groups around police
violence and misconduct—undercuts this objective. As a result, we urge you not to include these police
expansion bills as you shape your legislative package, including and especially any legislation that
would reauthorize the COPS program—a program that has, despite its many flaws, continued on
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autopilot without meaningful oversight or evaluation for decades18 and contributed to mass
incarceration, criminalization, and structural disinvestment at the local level.19 Instead, we urge you
to engage experts, advocates, and grassroots leaders in designing a visionary safety package that
will make a positive difference in all of our communities.

If you have any questions or want to discuss any items uplifted here, please contact Thea Sebastian,
Director of Policy, Civil Rights Corps (thea@civilrightscorps.org) or Sakira Cook, Co-Interim Vice
President of Campaigns, Color of Change (sakira.cook@colorofchange.org).

Sincerely,

Thea Sebastian, Director of Policy, Civil Rights Corps

Sakira Cook, Co-Interim Vice President of Campaigns, Color of Change

Arielle Gingold, Deputy Washington Director, Bend the Arc: Jewish Action

Beatriz Beckford, National Director, MomsRising

Sirine Shebaya, Executive Director, National Immigration Project (NIPNLG)

Will Simpson, Director of Violence Reduction Initiatives,  Equal Justice USA

Michael McBride, Executive Director, Live Free USA and Co-Chair, Black Church Action Fund

Mary Small, National Policy Director, Indivisible

Alex Lawson, Executive Director, Social Security Works

Christian S. Watkins, Government Relations Advocate, NETWORK Lobby for Catholic Social Justice

Tralonne Shorter, Director, Legislative Affairs, Center for Law and Social Policy (CLASP)

Sara Kugler, Senior Legislative Manager, MoveOn

Rahwa Ghirmatzion, Executive Director, PUSH Buffalo

Judy Greene, Policy Analyst, Justice Strategies
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Erica Ford, CEO, LIFE Camp, Inc

Nelini Stamp, Director of Strategy and Partnerships, Working Families Party

Monifa Bandele, Policy Table Lead, Movement for Black Lives

Megan Essaheb, Director of Federal Affairs, People’s Action


